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Abstract: The pulsed field gradient fourier transform nuclear magnetic resonance (PFG-FTNMR)
method to measure translational diffusion coefficients in multicomponent systems has
been applied to amphiphilic molecules forming liquid crystalline phases.
By analyzing the concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficients of water and 
amphiphile in a micellar system of N,N-dimethyldodecy lamine oxide (DDAO) in water 
it was possible to conclude that the micelles formed were polydisperse in size and shape. 
It was also shown that solubilization of small amounts of hydrophobic molecules into the 
micelles induces spherical micelles of a narrow size distribution. From the magnitude of 
the lateral diffusion coefficient in the cubic phase of DDAO/water it was concluded that 
this phase is built up of bicontinous aggregates.
The lipid lateral diffusion in the cubic phase of monooleoylglycerol (MO)/water has been 
measured. The decrease in the lateral diffusion of MO in this phase, when the water was 
replaced by glycerol, was ascribed to changes in viscosity in the polar region. 
Measurements by electron spin resonance and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy 
showed that changes in viscosity of the solvent also affected the motions in the 
hydrocarbon region.
The diffusion coefficients of all three components in the cubic phase located in the low- 
water region of the ternary system of diacylglycerol (DAG)/soybean phosphatidylcholine 
(SPC)/water have been determined. Conclusive evidence was provided for that this cubic 
phase is built up of reversed micelles containing mainly SPC in a continous matrix of 
mainly DAG.
The effect on the phase properties of DDAO upon incorporation of the peptide gramicidin 
D has been investigated. It was shown that gramicidin D induces a lamellar phase at all 
water contents. The change in the order parameter profile of the C-2H bonds in 
perdeuterated DDAO upon incorporation of gramicidin D is compatible with theoretical 
calculations for proteins exhibiting a positive hydrophobic mismatch.
A method for using the PFG FTNMR technique in measurements of the transmembrane 
exchange rate of small molecules in vesicular suspensions is discussed and some 
preliminary data is shown.
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Introduction

The membranes of living cells are made up of lipids and proteins. The lipid bilayer serve as 
a barrier towards the outside world and as a matrix for membrane bound proteins. This was 
earlier thought to be the only functions of membrane lipids but as our knowledge increase, so 
does the complexity of the lipid behaviour in membranes. Studies have shown that not only 
bilayer forming lipids but also appreciable amounts of lipids forming non-bilayer structures 
can be found in membranes. This has led to extensive studies on phase equilibria of lipids 
extracted from cell membranes. It is found that the lamellar phase is only one of a large 
variety of aggregates that the lipids are able to form. In the studies of the amphiphilic 
aggregates formed by membrane lipids, nuclear magnetic resonance, (NMR), techniques have 
proven to be useful tools in studies of structure and dynamics of the bilayer. In perticular, the 
pulsed field gradient NMR method for diffusion measurements have been extensively used 
in investigations of the phase structure in lipid systems. Measurements of the lipid lateral 
diffusion coefficients in lipid systems is a valuable tool in order to characterize the aggregate 
shapes. In the lamellar phase, the lipids are able to diffuse over macroscopical distances in 
two dimensions while the diffusion in other phases can take place in three (bicontinous cubic 
phases), one (hexagonal phases) or zero (closed cubic phases) dimensions. Thus, the lateral 
diffusion coefficient of the lipid will depend on the type of aggregate it is forming. The water 
molecules will be restricted in their motion by the amphiphile aggregates and the water 
diffusion coefficient will therefore also be dependent on the aggregate shape. In this thesis the 
diffusion coefficients, both of the lipids and of the water, have been measured in some 
amphiphile systems. The results are interpreted in terms of the different aggregates present.



1. Liquid crystal systems

The physico-chemical properties of amphiphile molecules have been studied for a long time. 
Due to the hydrophobic nature of part of the molecules, aggregation will occur when 
amphiphiles are dispersed in water (or other hydrogen bond-forming solvents). By forming 
aggregates with a hydrophobic interior and with the polar headgroup of the amphiphiles 
facing the surrounding water, the unfavourable contacts between polar and apolar regions are 
minimized. The self-assembly of amphiphilic molecules can be described by simple 
thermodynamical arguments (1) and the formation of aggregates of both finite and infinite 
size can be expected to form, depending on the specific forces acting on the system. These 
aggregates, held together by relatively weak forces (Van der Waals, hydrogen bonding, 
hydrophobic forces and electrostatic interactions), will adopt fluid-like properties in contrast 
to the rigid structures formed by the stronger covalent or ionic bonds. It is these liquid-like 
properties that gives rise to the name "liquid" crystals and due to these properties it is possible 
for living cells to pass through small capillaries, such as in the blood system, without any loss 
of material (2). The reason for calling these systems "crystalline" is that they possess long 
range order, that is they build up aggregates of repeating subunits such as stacked lamellae, 
hexagonally packed rods or cubic crystalline unit cells.

1.1 Phase diagrams

The determination of the phase diagram of the system is often necessary as a first step in 
studies of liquid crystalline systems. This summarizes, in a compact way, the phase behaviour 
of the system for different compositions and/or different temperatures and provides insight 
about the interactions beween the species. A general phase diagram is shown in figure 1.1. 
The symmetry in the phase diagram is striking; the lamellar phase in the middle represents 
the borderline between phase structures of normal and reversed type. Cubic phases may occur 
between every other phase and this is further dicussed in section 1.5. Shown in figure 1.1 are 
models of a closed and a bicontinous cubic phase of the normal type.

1.2 Molecular shapes

Amphiphiles have been observed to form a wide variety of aggregates, depending on the 
physical conditions such as temperature, water content and electrolyte concentration as well 
as chemical structure of the amphiphile. Changes in these conditions often induce alterations 
in the aggregate size and shape. In order to understand the mechanisms behind the amphiphile 
self-assembly we need to look into the forces acting on an aggregated amphiphilic molecule.

The headgroup of the amphiphile, residing at the interface between the polar and apolar 
volumes of the aggregate is affected by attractive and repulsive forces (3). The surface tension
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Figure 1.1 Different phases found in amphiphilic systems. The different phases 
are designated as; micellar solution phase, normal hexagonal phase, LB: 
lamellar phase, Hn: reversed hexagonal phase, L2: reversed micellar solution 
phase. The cubic phases (I) have subscript 1 or 2, indicating normal and reversed 
types. In the top part of the figure is shown models of a closed and a bicontinuous 
cubic phase of the normal type. Figures taken from ref (4).

of the interface will act to minimize the area of the headgroup, while several other
interactions, namely electrostatic repulsions between charged headgroups, steric interactions
between headgroups as well as between the chains and hydration forces, will tend to increase
the headgroup area. If the free energy contributions are written

Y A
K

~A
(1.1)

where K is a constant representing the various forces acting to increase the headgroup area, 
A, there will be a minimum in free energy for some area, A0. The value of A0 varies with 
chemical as well as physical factors, as discussed in the next section.

The different aggregates that can form are determined by the packing properties of the lipids 
involved. This can be rationalized using the concept of a critical packing parameter introduced 
by Israelachvili et. al. (1). This parameter, denoted by e, is defined as

(1.2)
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6 Chapter 1

where v is the hydrophobic volume and !c is the effective maximum length of the hydrocarbon 
chain. The value of c can now roughly predict the type of aggregate the molecule will pack 
into. Table 1.1 gives some typical examples of molecules packing into different structures. 
Note, how the values of A0 and lc change in the transition from the La to Hu phases in order 
to fulfill the geometrical constraints imposed by the aggregate geometries.

Molecule le (Â) A0 (A2) v(Å3) c Shape Adopted phase

SDS 17 62 350 0.33 Cone L,

DAPE 23 60 1340 0.97 Cylinder L. (Th-5°C)

DAPE 17 50 1340 1.58 Wedge Hu (Th+5°C)

Table 1.1 Geometrical parameters obtained for some molecules in three different 
phases. Values taken from (5) (SDS) and (6) (DAPE).

1.3 Factors governing the shape of an amphiphile

In order to understand the phase behavior of amphiphilic systems it is important to 
recognize the factors that can change the critical packing parameter. With this knowledge it 
is then possible to predict how modifications of the chemical and physical properties will 
change the phases induced in the system. Summarized below are some of the major factors 
affecting the critical packing parameter.

Headgroup area Larger headgroups will increase A0, the effect being larger on single
chain lipids than on those containing two chains.
For charged and zwitterionic headgroups, the electrostatic repulsions 
will tend to increase A0. This effect can be reduced by changing the ionic 
strength of the solvent. By adjusting the pH of the solvent, it is also 
possible to neutralize the headgroup charges, thereby decreasing A 0. 
The temperature effect on the headgroup area depends on the type of 
headgroup: for uncharged headgroups, a decrease in hydration on 
increasing temperature may cause a decrease in A0 (7) while ionic 
headgroups responds to an increase in the temperature by increasing A0.

Chain packing Branching and unsaturation of the hydrocarbon chain have the effect of
decreasing lc.
Increasing temperature induces more trans-gauche isomérisation, thereby 
reducing the effective chain length, lc.
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1.4 The concept of curvature

Although considerations based on the molecular shape can be very helpful in the 
understanding of the phase behavior of amphiphile systems, this model does not provide 
answers to some important observations, such as the drastic decrease in the La to Hn phase 
transition temperature on the addition of small amounts of hydrophobic molecules to the 
system. Additional insight is provided by the concept of spontaneous curvature. In this 
model, a lipid monolayer is assumed to have a so called spontaneous radius of curvature, R0. 
If contributions from the Gaussian curvature is neglected, the energy of curvature of a lipid 
monolayer with mean curvature R can be written (8)

where k is an elastic constant. The radius of curvature is defined to be negative in an Hn 
phase and positive in an Hr phase. For La aggregates, the curvature radius is infinite and the 
curvature energy is then pE = k/Ro2. The packing geometry is now governed by the curvature 
energy and the energy for a molecule adopting a special volume and shape. It often turns out 
that these two contributions work in opposite directions and therefore both terms can not be 
simultaneously minimized. As an example, DOPE is expected to have a negative spontaneous 
curvature and the curvature free energy will thus be minimized in an Hn phase. However, the 
packing of DOPE into an Hn phase presents a problem in that the hydrocarbon chains has to 
stretch out to fill the void between the cylinders. If the free energy cost of packing the chains 
into this geometrical shape is larger than the curvature energy cost of maintaining a bilayer 
configuration, an La phase will form. This situation, where the curvature and packing free 
energy terms oppose each other, is referred to as a frustration. The frustration in the DOPE 
system can be removed by small additions of hydrophobic molecules such as dodecane. 
These molecules can fill out the voids between the cylinders, thereby reducing the packing 
free energy in the Hn phase. This results in a decrease in the LB to Hn phase transition 
temperature as verified by experiment (9,10).

1.5 Cubic phases

The phase structures exhibiting cubic symmetries take a special role in the phase diagrams. 
These phases have been observed between every one of the other phases and they have been 
proposed to be able to relieve the frustration caused by the competition between the 
spontaneous curvature and geometrical packing conditions. The models of cubic phases 
involve so called ”infinite periodic minimal surfaces” (IPMS) which are described in terms 
of differential geometry as surfaces with a zero mean curvature at every point. With this 
model, Anderson et. al. (11) were able to show that the frustration in the cubic phase of Pn3m

(1.3)
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symmetry is lower than in the La and the Hn phases and therefore a cubic phase can form 
between these two phases.
There are two fundementally different types of cubic phases, namely those having regions 

which are continous with respect both to the water and the lipids (bicontinous cubic phases) 
and those built up of closed, micellar aggregates (4, 12). Both these types of cubic phases 
exist in both the normal and reversed phases. It was, however not until recently, that cubic 
phases were found in the region between the Hn and the L2 phases (13). Based on symmetry 
arguments, this cubic phase should consist of reversed micellar aggregates and NMR 
diffusion measurements support this (Paper III).

1.6 Biological relevance of non-lamellar phases

Non-lamellar phases have been studied extensively at our laboratory in order to understand 
the reason for the existence of lipids forming non-lamellar structures in membranes. It is 
found in several bacterial species that the cell strives to maintain a certain unstability in the 
membrane. The optimum condition for the cell seems to be such that the transition 
temperature to nonbilayer structures lies approximately 10-15°C above the growth 
temperature (14). The cell can regulate the lipid composition in the membrane, both by 
changing the headgroup of the lipid and the unsaturation and branching of the hydrocarbon 
chains in order to achieve this. The reason for this preference of a slightly unstable bilayer 
is most probably that the cell locally needs to produce temporary nonlamellar phases used in 
different cellular events, such as fusion, fat digestion and enzyme activity regulation (4 and 
referemces cited therein).
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2. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

The developement of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) has since the first experiments 
in 1946 (1,2) almost exploded during the last two or three decades. This enormous upswing 
is to a large extent due to developments in the instumentation, which has allowed the 
realization of experiments often suggested many years earlier. After the introduction of 
commercial FT-NMR spectrometers in the late 70's, they have become standard equipment 
in almost every research chemistry laboratory and the applications range from inorganic 
chemistry to biochemistry in vivo and medical imaging techniques.
In studies of liquid crystalline systems, there are mainly four nuclei that are utilized, namely 

the two hydrogen isotopes !H, 2H together with 13C and 31P. Due to different magnetic 
properties of these nuclei, the response from nuclear excitation will differ and the information 
that can be extracted will depend on both the nucleus under study and the experimental setup. 
The molecules in the liquid crystal are not usually free to move isotropically and thus the 
motion of the molecules becomes dependent on the aggregate symmetry. Under these 
conditions, the static interactions will not be averaged out completly as is the case in a liquid, 
but are only partially averaged. The major interactions used to gain information about 
macroscopical phase properties are the dipolar and quadrupolar couplings and the chemical 
shift anisotropy. Each of these interactions give rise to characteristic NMR lineshapes from 
which the phase equilibria can be determined. In isotropic environments, these interactions 
are averaged out and the spectra exhibit narrow signals, giving the usual information of 
chemical shifts and J-coupling constants. In the following sections, a brief summary of NMR 
on the three nuclei used in this thesis, namely !H, 2H and 3IP, will be given together with the 
interactions predominant in each case.

2.1 ^-N M R

The first NMR experiments were made on protons and for years this was the only accessible 
nucleus for magnetic resonance experiments. There are several reasons for this. The 
magnetogyric ratio is one of the largest of the most common nuclei, giving high signal to 
noise values and the natural abundance for protons is close to 100 %. (Early experiments were 
also made on 19F, which have similar magnetic properties as the proton.)

Dipolar interaction
The big threat to high resolution proton NMR in liquid crystalline systems is the dipolar 

interaction. This interaction is scaled by the factor (3cos20-l)/2, or rather the time average of 
this factor, where 0 is the angle between the symmetry axis of the aggregate (the director) and 
the magnetic field. For isotropic motion, this will average to zero and therefore the dipole
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interaction is not observed in liquids. An isotropic environment can be obtained in liquid 
crystalline systems with cubic symmetry, if the lateral diffusion of the lipid is sufficiently fast 
to allow the molecule to obtain all orientations during the measurement. NMR signals from 
cubic samples are therefore narrow. For the anisotropic phases, however, the dipolar 
interaction gives rise to broad, featureless lineshapes with linewidths of several tenths of 
kilohertz. Figure 2.1 shows the lineshapes of several anisotropic phases together with the 
corresponding lineshape of an isotropic L2 phase.

Figure 2.1 ]H NMR spectra obtained for several anisotropic phases together with 
the isotropic L2 phase. Taken from (3).

There are several ways to avoid the dipolar coupling effect. The scaling factor (3cos20-l) 
suggests that an aligned sample placed so that 0 = 54.7° (the so called magic angle) will make 
this factor disappear and a high resolution spectrum will be observed. This method has been 
used to measure lateral diffusion in La phases macroscopically oriented between glass plates 
(4-6). Another way of reducing the dipolar coupling is by the so called Magic Angle Spinning 
(MAS), where the sample is rapidly rotated about an axis oriented at the magic angle. This 
results in an averaging of the dipolar interaction, leading to narrow lineshapes (7, 8). Also, 
several solid-state pulse sequences have been developed that has the property of reducing the 
effect of dipolar couplings (9, 10).

Spin-echoes
Since the NMR method of diffusion measurements is based on a spin refocussed signal, a 

brief introduction to spin-echoes will be given here. The effect of applied magnetic field 
gradients on the refocussed spin-echo is given in section 3.5.
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The spin-echo experiment is most easily visualized by a vector model, where the 
magnetization vectors at equilibrium points along the z-axis. A 90° pulse along the x axis will 
flip the magnetization into the xy-plane where the spin vectors will start to precess in the

9 0  1 8 0

I I A c q u i s i t i o n
Figure 2.2 Basic spin-echo experiment

magnetic field. Viewed in the rotating frame, the magnetization vectors will rapidly loose 
their phase coherence due to differences in chemical shifts, spin-spin couplings and 
inhomogeneities in the magnetic field. A 180° pulse along either the x or the y-axis will, 
however, refocus the phase spread due to chemical shifts and inhomogeneities (and to some 
extent also that due to J-coupling). Figure 2.2 shows the basic spin-echo experiment in the 
vector model. The two magnetization vectors marked f  and s are representatives for spins 
precessing faster than and slower than the larmour frequency.

2.2 2H-NMR

The deuteron has a spin I = 1 and possesses a quadrupole moment which enables it to 
interact with the electric field gradient at the position of the nucleus. This interaction is the 
dominating static interaction of this nucleus, since the dipole interaction is usually smaller for 
quadrupole nuclei. In anisotropic poly crystalline samples of liquid crystals, a so called powder 
pattern lineshape is observed (11). The quadrupole splitting can be related to the geometrical 
organization of the C-D bond in such a way that it is possible to distinguish between 
hexagonal and lamellar phases. From pure geometrical considerations, it is shown that the 
quadrupole splitting is twice as large for the La phase than for a hexagonal phase (12). In an 
isotropic phase, such as an L ] phase or a cubic phase, the splitting vanishes and only a sharp 
resonance line is observed. Figure 2.3, top spectra, shows the three different lineshapes 
observed for these phases. See the "Analysis of 2H-NMR spectra" in Paper 4 for a more 
complete discussion of deuterium spectra both of deuterated lipids and of heavy water.
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2.3 31P-NMR

The dominating static interaction in phosphorus NMR is the chemical shift anisotropy 
(CSA). The dipolar interaction between the phosphorus atoms and the surrounding protons 
gives rise to significant line-broadening but this is usually reduced by broad band decoupling 
of the protons. Due to an anisotropic electron density around the phosphate group, the 
shielding of the magnetic field at the nucleus will depend on the orientation of the phosphate 
group relative to the main magnetic field. This will give rise to different chemical shifts for 
different orientations of the molecule. The shielding of the 31P nucleus is given in the form 
of a shielding tensor, which principal elements in the molecular reference frame has been 
measured for various phosphate-containing molecules. For a single crystal, a single absorption 
line will be observed with a frequency determined by the orientation of the crystal in the 
magnetic field. In a sample of randomly oriented microcrystallites, a so called powder pattem 
is observed from which the principal elements of the static chemical shift tensor can be 
evaluated. Typical values of the principal elements of the chemical shift tensor for 
phospholipids are on = -80, a22 = -20, a33 = 110 ppm (13). For a phospholipid in a liquid 
crystalline phase, fast molecular rotation about the long axis of the molecule gives the 
molecule an averaged axial symmetry and the chemical shift tensor elements, o± and a,, in the 
director frame can be obtained from the lineshape. In a hexagonal phase, an additional 
averaging takes place as the lipid molecules diffuse around the cylindrical aggregates. This 
effectively reduces the anisotropy by a factor of two and reverses the sign. Typical values 
found for DOPC for the anisotropy o i -o, is 35 ppm in the LB phase. Figure 2.3, bottom 
spectra, shows the 31P NMR lineshapes obtained from a hexagonal, isotropic and La phase, 
respectively.

u u
V . - I ^ ___

!  I 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I

40 20 0 -20 -40
kHz

40 20 0 -20 -40
ppm

Figure 2.3 2H (top) and 31P (bottom) powder pattern NMR lineshapes for Hj 
(left), Lj (middle) and La (right) liquid crystalline phases.
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3. Diffusion

If  two solutions are brought into contact, for example one containing pure water and the 
other containing an iodine solution of water, a gradual colouring of the initially pure water 
phase will be observed with increasing time. This indicates that the coloured iodine molecules 
are somehow transported into the pure water phase. If long enough time is allowed to pass, 
iodine will eventually be evenly distributed over the total volume and no further 
macroscopical transport will be observed. If we were able to see the movement of the 
individual iodine molecules however, we would indeed be able to see the molecules move 
around in the solution in a random way. This movement is caused by the collisions between 
the iodine molecule and its neighbours and this motion is generally described as Brownian 
motion. It was first observed by the botanist Robert Brown in 1828 (1) when he was looking 
at small particles of pollen dispersed in water. He observed that the pollen particles were 
constantly moving around in an irregular manner. The origin of this motion was under debate 
for more than half a century until it was for the first time proposed in 1877 that it was caused 
by collisions of the liquid molecules on the particles. The theory of Brownian motion was 
later developed by Einstein in six papers in the early 1900 (2).
The way this random movement can result in the smoothing out of concentration differences 

can be understood in the model of random-walk. Consider the one-dimensional case where 
a molecule at position Xj can jump one unit in either direction. For a random motion, the 
probability of jumping to the right is the same as the probability for a jump to the left. The 
total flux across a plane of unit area perpendicular to the x-axis between Xj and xi+1, each of 
the sites populated by nt and ni+] molecules, will then be

If there is a concentration gradient along the x-axis, so that for example ni>nj hl3> there will be 
a net transport across the plane. When the concentration gradient is everywhere zero, the net 
transport will be zero.

3.1 Fick's laws

The continuum equivalent to equation 3.1 was derived by Fick in 1855 (3). He correctly 
recognized the equivalence between heat flow, electric current flow and diffusion flow and 
stated that the diffusive flux of component i through a surface per area unit can be written as
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de
j, - - D -£  (3.2)

where Cj is the concentration of component i and D is the diffusion coefficient. Equation 3.2 

is referred to as Fick's first law and can be compared to Fourier's law of heat flow j q = - k —

and Ohm's law of flow of electrical current /  - - kA
dx

By applying the condition of the conservation of mass on a slice of thickness dx it is now 
straightforward to obtain Fick's second law

, JL
dt dx

de ) d2c_£>_£ ,-_£>----L (3.3)
d x )  d x 2

with the last equality indicating that the diffusion coefficient is independent of x. In three 
dimensions this equation is written

^  » V*(DVc) = (3.4)

3.2 Irreversible thermodynamics

The flux equations described above can all be seen as special cases in a more general 
treatment of generalized fluxes as being created by generalized forces. In the theory of 
irreversible thermodynamics, the entropy production can be represented through the 
dissipation function, $ , as a sum over products of fluxes and forces (e.g. Chapter 2 in (4))

® - E - W  (3-5)at ,

It is then assumed that the flux densities is linearly related to the generalized forces through 
the so called mobility coefficients

J . ' t l ' X ,  (3.6)

from which the flux equations of Fourier, Ohm and Fick are special cases. In the case of 
diffusive motion only, equation 3.6 is written
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J, * Eö,Vc
j-1 (3.7)

and it can be seen that the diffusive flux of one component can be affected by concentration 
gradients of other species. The difficulty now lies in the problem of choosing the experimental 
conditions properly so that the measured diffusion coefficients can be related to the mobility 
coefficients of equation 3.6.

3.3 The terminology of diffusion coefficients

In the theory of diffusion, several different diffusion coefficients are defined, depending on 
the way they are obtained experimentally and in the following a brief summary of the most 
commonly used terms is given. The interdiffusion coefficients Dy of manycomponent systems 
are seldom measured, because of the extensive labour required to determine all the 
parameters. For an N-component system, there are N2 diffusion terms Dy. They are not all 
independent, the Onsager relationship postulates that for an appropriate choice of the 
generalized forces, Dy=Dji so N(N+l)/2 coefficients are left to determine. It is, though, not 
always clear in what way to obtain the correct choice of generalized forces. There will, 
however often be enough to consider binary systems for reasons that will become clear in the 
following.

In a binary system, the flux equations can be written

If a suitable reference frame is chosen, the diffusion coefficients in equation 3.8 will be equal

where D 12 is the interdiffusion (or mutual diffusion) coefficient for the binary diffusion.
The term intradiffusion was introduced by Albright and Mills (5) in order to describe the 

diffusion coefficients obtained in tracer experiments. Consider a multicomponent system 
where part of one of the components is replaced by an isotropically labelled form of the same 
component. This labelling permits the measurement of the concentration of the labelled 
species. The concentration difference between the labelled and the unlabelled molecules will 
now create a flux in the system. The mutual diffusion between the two chemically equivalent 
components is now referred to as intradiffusion and the intradiffusion coefficient, D + can be 
obtained. If the assumption that the labelled molecules are chemically equivalent to the 
unlabelled molecules no longer applies, one speaks of tracer diffusion for the situation where 
trace amounts of a labelled molecule is added to a (multicomponent) system.

(3.8)

(3.9)
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The term self-dijfusion is used for the situation where some molecules in a one-component 
system can be labelled in such a way that they remain chemically equivalent with the 
unlabelled molecules. An example of such labelling is the magnetic spin coherence induced 
on the nuclei in an NMR experiment. Strictly speaking, the term self-diffusion should only 
be used on one-component systems, but often the term self-diffusion is used even though the 
system is made up of more than one component.

In the limit of infinite dilution of one of the components in a two-component system, the 
mutual diffusion coefficient approaches the tracer diffusion coefficient.

3.4 Measurements of diffusion coefficients

Many methods have been developed for the determination of diffusion coefficients and the 
most commonly used methods will be briefly mentioned here. For a more extensive 
discussion on different experimental techniques, the reader is referred to textbooks on the 
subject, e.g. (4). The NMR method of pulsed field gradients will be discussed in more detail 
in section 3.5.

Steady-state methods
In these type of experiments, a flow of material is maintained across a concentration 

gradient, which is constant (or varying slowly with time). The flux is measured and the 
diffusion coefficient is then calculated from Fick's first law. The most common steady-state 
method is the diaphragm cell. In this experimental setup, two compartments containing 
solutions of differing concentration of the species to be measured is separated by a diaphragm 
of a suitable porous material. The concentration gradient across the diaphragm will be linear 
when steady-state is approached, and if the two solution volumes are big enough, the 
concentration in these volumes will vary only slowly with time. By measuring the 
concentrations of the solutions as a function of time, the diffusion coefficient can be obtained. 
This method can be used to analyze both mutual diffusion and multicomponent interdiffusion 
in systems consisting of two solutes in a solvent. It is also well adapted for tracer diffusion 
measurements, using radioactively labelled species.

Time-dependent methods
Fick's second law gives a differential equation which can be solved for the specific boundary 

and initial conditions imposed by the experimental setup. Usually, the initial concentration 
profile is given either as a delta function or as a step function at time zero. The diffusion can 
be either restricted or free, depending on the experimental conditions and the different 
solutions obtained, c(x,t) will depend on these boundary conditions. By measuring the 
concentration as a function of time and position, the diffusion coefficient can be determined.

In the "layer analysis" experiment, an initial concentration step function is obtained by
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shearing two solutions of different concentrations into contact in a column. Diffusion is 
allowed to take place for some time and the column is then separated into several layers. Each 
layer is then analyzed for the concentration of the diffusing species and the result can be 
compared to the solution of the diffusion equation. A variant of this principle is the 
measurement of molecular outflux from a capillary open at one end when it is immersed in 
a large solvent volume with another (usually zero) concentration of the investigated molecule. 
The variation of concentration in the capillary as a function of time then gives the diffusion 
coefficient.

Another frequently used method is based on the differences in refractive index that is 
obtained for solutions with different concentration of the diffusing molecule. These 
differences give rise to time dependent interference patterns when light is passed through a 
sample containing concentration gradients. Several experimental techniques are based on this 
principle, for example Gouy fringes, Raleigh fringes, sheared wave-front interferometers and 
holographic interferometers. By analyzing the time dependence of the interferograms, it is 
possible to obtain the interdiffusion coefficients in two- and three-component systems.

3.5 The NMR magnetic field gradient method

The NMR method for measuring diffusion coefficients has grown to be one of the most used 
techniques for measuring intradiffusion coefficients in multicomponent systems. It is a quick 
method which requires small amounts of sample. In most cases, the diffusion coefficients of 
all the components in the sample can be determined simultaneously, provided that their NMR 
signals can be resolved and correctly assigned. There are several reviews written about the 
NMR diffusion method (6, 7) with applications to isotropic (8) and liquid crystalline (9-13) 
systems. The subject is also covered in many textbooks of which only a few is mentioned (4, 
14). Although there exists experiments using constant magnetic field gradients, the pulsed 
field gradient methods are the most common and only those will be discussed here.

The effect of magnetic field gradient pulses on the spin-echo.
A typical NMR diffusion experiment is based on the principle of spin refocussing as 

described in section 2.1.2. If the refocussing is complete, the echo amplitude will only depend 
on the T2 relaxation. The refocussing process can however be disturbed by molecular motion 
in an inhomogeneous magnetic field as shematically shown in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 The effect of gradients on the spin-echo

In this picture, the spreading of spins with different precession rates is illustrated by plotting 
the angle between the x-axis of the rotating coordinate frame versus time in the spin-echo 
experiment. If the spins experience the same magnetic field throughout the experiment, they 
will be refocussed by the 180°-pulse at time x to form the spin-echo at 2x. If the magnetic 
field change in some way during the experiment, the refocussing will not be complete as is 
illustrated for two spins in the picture. In the case shown, the magnetic field is simply 
exchanged between the two spins at time tex. This can be accomplished by exchanging 
positions of the two spins in an inhomogeneous magnetic field. In a diffusion experiment, the 
random motion of the molecules in the inhomogeneous field gives rise to incomplete 
refocussing and hence, a decrease in the intensity of the spin-echo. This decrease is enhanced 
by the application of a magnetic field gradient across the sample. In the first applications, a 
constant magnetic field gradient was applied during the experiment. This method was 
improved by the application of field gradient pulses (15-18) and this is the most commonly 
used procedure today. For the spin-echo (SE) experiment shown in figure 3.2, where the RF 
pulses are drawn as filled rectangles and the gradient pulses as hatched rectangles, the 
attenuation of the spin-echo amplitude is given by (16, 17)

(ygs)2 D (A - A)
A(t) = A(0) e 2 e

(3.10)

0 T 2 t

Figure 3.2 Pulsed field gradient spin-echo (SE) diffusion experiment.
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In this equation, g is the magnetic field gradient strength, y the magnetogyric ratio and D is 
the intradiffusion coefficient or self-diffusion coefficient. The diffusion time, i.e. the effective 
time during which the spin diffusion is measured is given by A.
Equation 3.10 has been derived both classically and in the quantum mechanical density 
operator formalism (7) and has been extensively verified experimentally.

Modifications of the basic spin-echo sequence
The NMR spin-echo diffusion method is based on the formation of an echo and this limits the 
applicability of the method to diffusion times of the order of the transverse relaxation time of 
the observed signal. This can be a serious problem in samples where the molecular motion is 
anisotropic or slowed down, thereby giving dipolar relaxation contributions. In order to 
reduce the T2 relaxation time while still beeing able to have long diffusion times, the 
stimulated spin-echo (SSE) sequence can be used (Figure. 3.3). This has the advantage of 
letting the spins relax by the T x rather than the T2 relaxation mechanism during most of the 
diffusion time. Since T, usually is greater than T2, this gives an improved signal as compared 
to the SE experiment.

Figure 3.3 Stimulated spin-echo (SSE) diffusion experiment. The spin-echo is 
produced by three 90° RF pulses. The spins relax with the Tj relaxation time 
between the second and third RF pulses and with the T2 relaxation time in the rest 
of the experiment.

For anisotropic samples, the relaxation is so fast that it is impossible to perform the diffusion 
experiment. In the study of lateral diffusion of lipids in the La phase, this problem can be 
overcome by orienting the lamellar aggregates between glass plates and then rotating the 
sample into the magic angle (19).

Field gradient calibration
In the early days of NMR diffusion measurements, the major drawback of the method was 

the lack of accuracy in the measurements. The obtained value of the diffusion coefficient is 
dependent on the gradient strength. Thus, an accurate determination of the latter is a 
prerequisite for determinations of diffusion coefficients of good precision. The gradient 
strength can be obtained in several ways. The most direct method is to measure the resonance 
frequeny of a small sample as a function of position but methods have also been developed 
for obtaining the magnetic field gradient strength from the shape of the FID from a cylindrical
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sample in the presence of a field gradient (20,21) and from the position and shape of the echo 
from a cylindrical sample obtained from an intentional mismatch between two gradient pulses 
(22,23).
The most commonly used method for calculations of the gradient strength, however, is based 

on experiments on compounds with previously determined self-diffusion coefficients. A least- 
squares fit of the data then gives the gradient strength experienced by the sample under these 
precise experimental conditions. Provided that the later experiments are performed under the 
same conditions, and with the same sample geometry, the effects of non-ideal pulse shapes 
and residual field gradients will automatically be compensated and the diffusion coefficient 
can be calculated using equation 3.10. This, however requires a series of well determined 
reference samples, with their diffusion coefficients covering the whole range of interest. In 
an attempt to achieve this, Holz and Weingärtner has investigated several liquids and listed 
accurate self-diffusion coefficients for calibration in the range lO'MO'10 m2/s for !H-NMR 
work. (24) They have also suggested reference compounds for work on 2H, ,3C and several 
other nuclei. This work also gives valuable advice for the procedures in setting up an accurate 
NMR-diffusion experiment.
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4. Diffusion measurements in liquid 
crystalline systems

4.1 Determination of aggregate shape in micellar systems

In micellar solution systems, the lipid aggregates can be seen as particles of certain size and 
shape dispersed in solution. Micelles can have different spheroidal shapes, such as spherical, 
oblates and prolates, or rodlike aggregates with various ratios between the length and the 
diameter of the rod. The size of the aggregates depends not only on the number of lipids per 
aggregate but also on the degree of hydration. Measurements of the diffusion coefficient of 
the lipids and the water in micellar systems give information on both the size and shape of the 
micelles as well as the hydration. It is shown in Paper I that the shape and the size of N,N- 
dimethyldodecylamine oxide (DDAO) micelles are altered when hydrophobic molecules, like 
TMS or dodecane, are dissolved into the micelles. This can possibly affect the results obtained 
from time-resolved quenched fluorescence measurements of micellar sizes, since this method 
introduces a hydrophobic fluorescence probe into the micelles.

Lipid diffusion
Einstein's theoretical work on Brownian motion (1) led to the expression of the diffusion 

coefficient of a particle in the limit of infinite dilution, D°

kT
D° . —  (4.1)

where £ is the frictional coefficient of the particle. For a spherical particle of radius R 
diffusing in a continuous fluid of viscosity rj, Stokes showed that £ is given by 6tit|R (2). 
Combining these two results, the well-known Stokes-Einstein equation is obtained.

D° - (4.2)
6711^

The frictional coefficients of oblate and prolate particles has also been calculated (3) and they 
depend on the ratio of the major and minor axes. They are, however, always greater than £ for 
a sphere of equal volume.

When more than one particle is moving in the fluid, they will obstruct the motion of each 
other and the diffusion coefficient will be reduced. This reduction can to first order be written

D = £>°(1 + X(j>) (4.3)
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where $ is the volume fraction of the particles and X a constant, the value of which depends 
on the specific interactions between the particles. For hard spheres without hydrodynamic 
interactions, X equals -2 (4, 5) and if hydrodynamic interactions are included a value o f -1.73 
is obtained (4, 6).

Experimentally obtained values of X in micellar systems are usually greater than expected 
and this is explained by the hydration shell of the micelles, which increases the effective 
volume fraction of the diffusing aggregate. The ratio X'/X, where X' is the experimentally 
observed value, is equal to the ratio of the hydrodynamic volume and the volume of the lipid. 
From this ratio the hydration of the micelles can be estimated.

Water diffusion
Water diffusion coefficients obtained in micellar solutions have values typically ranging 

from one to five times lower than the self-diffusion coefficient of pure water. There are two 
reasons for the reduction of the diffusion coefficient, namely the hydration of the micelle and 
the obstruction of the water molecules from the micellar aggregates. The hydration effect is 
usually treated by a two-site model where the water molecule can be either bound to the 
micelle or diffusing freely. If there is fast exchange between these two sites, the observed 
diffusion coefficient will be a weighted avarage of the diffusion coefficients in the sites

D - f D mi + ( 1 - f )Dw (4.4)

where/is the fraction of bound water. Dmi and Dw is the diffusion coefficients of the micelle 
and of the freely diffusing water, respectively. The obstructing effect on Dw can be calculated 
using the so called "cell model" which describes the diffusion of small molecules in colloidal 
solutions ((7) and papers cited therein). For hard spheres, the water diffusion is reduced 
according to

D = D° — î—  (4 5)
w w 1+ (J)/2 ^ }

where D (l  is the diffusion coefficient of pure water. The value of Dmi can be obtained from 
diffusion data on the micelles and the fraction of bound water can then be calculated 
according to equation 4.4. In the case of non-spherical particles, cell model calculations 
predicts larger reductions in the water diffusion than for spheres (figure 4.1). It is therefore 
possible to obtain the micellar shape from diffusion measurements on the water and the lipids 
in micellar solutions.

The effect of hydration can also be incorporated into the cell model calculations by 
introducing a profile of the product of the local concentration and the local diffusion 
coefficient across the cell (7, 8). In the case of hard, non-hydrated spheres, the cell is 
comprised of two volumes, namely the interior volume of the sphere (concentration of solvent 
= 0, D=Dmi) and the rest of the cell volume containing pure solvent of bulk properties. For a
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Figure 4.1 Obstruction effect on hard spheroidal particles calculated with the cell 
model. Taken from ref. (7). a: sphere, b: long prolate, c: oblate 1:5, d : oblate 1:10, 
e\ oblate 1:100

strongly bound hydration shell, another volume must be added where the concentration, chyd 
is given by the number of bound water per lipid and the local diffusion coefficient is that of 
the micelle (figure 4.2).
The hydration shell can also be partitioned into more volumes to allow for different properties 
close to the micellar surface and further away from it (8). This removes the need for the 
somewhat artificial "bound state" which can sometimes be misleading in cases of weak 
hydration. The model is also useful in describing counterion diffusion in charged micellar 
systems where the distribution of the counterions around the charged micelle is determined 
by electrostatic interactions (9, 10).

Figure 4.2 Concentration and diffusion coefficient profiles in the cell model for 
hard spheres (left) and strongly hydrated spheres (right).

4.2 Lateral diffusion

The bilayers formed by amphiphilic molecules has special physical properties as mentioned 
in Chapter 1. It can be seen as a two-dimensional liquid, since the motion of the lipids out of 
the plane is negligible while the rotational and translational motions in the plane resembles 
that of a fluid hydrocarbon. Much of what is earlier said about diffusion can therefore readily
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be adopted to the lipids in a membrane if two dimensions are considered instead of three. As 
an example, the mean square displacement of a molecule diffusing in two dimensions is 4DLt, 
compared to 6Dt in three-dimensions. DL is the lateral diffusion coefficient and t is the 
diffusion time.

NMR diffusion measurements of lateral diffusion coefficients
In a lipid bilayer the anisotropic motions of the lipids only partially average out the dipolar 
interactions and measures must be taken in order to remove the remaining static interactions. 
Though several solid-state pulse sequences with magnetic field gradient pulses placed in 
between the RF pulses have been used to measure lateral diffusion in anisotropic systems (11, 
12), the most direct method is the use of macroscopically oriented samples (13). By orienting 
the lamellae at the magic angle (see Chapter 2) the static dipolar couplings can be reduced and 
the diffusion experiment performed as before. The lipid diffusion in a bilayer will be 
orientation dependent and is described by two diffusion coefficients. DL is the diffusion 
coefficient for lateral movement in the plane of the bilayer and determine the diffusion 
perpendicular to the bilayer. The measured diffusion coefficient, in the direction of the field 
gradient, will due to the tilt of the sample be

D = Z>xsin20 + Dcos20 ~ Z)xsin20 = ^DL (4.6)

where the diffusion perpendicular to the plane is neglected and 0 = 54.7°.
Up to now there is rather few investigations of lateral diffusion coefficients and the reader 

is referred to (13) for a compilation of results. The lateral diffusion coefficient in a pure lipid 
bilayer is of the order of 10'12 m2/s, while a membrane protein diffuses about five times 
slower. Investigations of lateral diffusion on lipids and proteins in bilayers should be able to 
give valuable information on the interactions between lipids and membrane bound proteins 
much in the same way as the three-dimensional micellar solutions provides data on the 
interactions between micelles and the solvent or other solutes. In particular it should be 
possible to study the assembling of membrane-spanning a-helices into proteins.

The theories of lateral diffusion in lipid aggregates can be divided into two main categories, 
those which treat the underlying processes with help of continuum mechanics (hydrodynamic 
theories) and those striving to model the molecular events (computer simulations). For a 
review of the theoretical models used to discribe translational motion of lipids and proteins 
in bilayer membranes the reader is referred to an excellent review by Clegg and Vaz (14).

One of the more influential hydrodynamic theories was presented by Saffinan and Delbrück 
(15). In their model, the Brownian motion of a large particle embedded in a membrane is 
described in terms of the viscosities in the membrane and in the liquid embedding the 
membrane. This theory is applicable to proteins diffusing in a membrane as well as to the 
lipids themselves (16).

The obstruction effect on proteins diffusing in a membrane can be calculated using a two
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dimensional analogue to the methods used to calculate the obstruction on micelles in the 
three-dimensional case (equation 4.3). The result is very similar to the three-dimensional case, 
the obstruction factor, k, is found to be between -1.5 and -2 (17).
Among the computer simulations treating lateral diffusion can be mentioned Saxtons papers 

on ”Lateral diffusion in an archipelago” (18) in which the diffusion of the lipids is calculated 
for different obstructing aggregates. This model discribes the lipid translational motion in the 
presence of proteins in membranes and the effects on the lateral diffusion coefficient of 
protein aggregation. It should thus be of great value for interpretations of experimentally 
obtained lipid diffusion coefficients in protein containing membrane systems.

Lateral diffusion in cubic phases
Cubic phases provide a possibility to measure lateral diffusion without the somewhat 

cumbersome sample orientation procedures. Since the lipids diffuses over dimensions much 
larger than the cubic unit cell, the motion becomes isotropic and the static dipolar interactions 
are effectively averaged out. It is therefore a simple task to obtain diffusion coefficients from 
cubic systems and diffusion data exists for many cubic systems (13). In Paper II, the lateral 
diffusion of MO in a bicontinous cubic phase of symmetry group la 3d is studied and the 
effect of solvent viscosity on the motion of the lipid has been determined. It is shown that the 
lateral diffusion coefficient is reduced by a factor of 6 when water is replaced by glycerol. It 
is also shown that the solvent viscosity also have effects on the motions in the interior 
hydrocarbon region of the bilayers.
The obtained diffusion coefficient is dependent on the type of aggregates that builds up the 

cubic phase. In a simple model (19-21), the diffusion of lipids in a cubic phase can be 
descibed by a local diffusion tensor, D, where any component representing restricted diffusion 
is set to zero.The measured diffusion coefficient, D, is given as the average of D as

D = U.TrD) (4.7)

where the angular brackets denotes an average over ail positions in the unit cell of the liquid 
crystalline phase. Each direction that the lipids are restricted to diffuse in will contribute with 
a zero diagonal element in D and the value of D will be correspondingly reduced. This means 
that for cubic phases built up of lamellar aggregates, D will be 2/3 of DL, where DL is the 
lateral diffusion coefficient in the cubic phase. For cubic phases built up of long rod-like 
aggregates, diffusion is only allowed along the rods and D will be 1/3 of DL. Finally, for cubic 
phases consisting of closed aggregates, D will ideally be zero. By comparing the diffusion 
coefficient in the cubic phase with that found in the lamellar phase, it should be possible to 
distinguish between the different geometies in the cubic phase. For the cubic phases built up 
of infinite periodic minimal surfaces it has been shown analytically that the diffusion for a 
particle diffusing along the surface is 2DL/3 (22). This value is independent on the type of 
IPMS describing the cubic phase, which means that the lipid lateral diffusion coefficient
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should be continously varying over a transition between two different cubic phase structures. 
This is verified experimentally in a system of monoolein (MO) in water that goes from an 
Ia3d to a Pn3m cubic phase with increasing water content (23). The water diffusion, on the 
other hand, shows a discontinous jump at the phase transition temperature, a finding that is 
supported in theoretical calculations on water diffusion in cubic phases (22, 23).

Measurements of the lateral diffusion coefficient have been used in order to distinguish 
between closed and bicontinous cubic aggregates in several systems (13, 24). The values of 
the lipid diffusion coefficient is generally at least an order of magnitude lower in a cubic 
phase composed of closed aggregates than in a bicontinous cubic phase, which in turn is 
comparable to the lateral diffusion coefficient in a lamellar phase. With this method, it was 
possible to show that the cubic phases located between the L, and H, phases were built up of 
closed aggregates instead of the previously proposed structure of connected rod-like micelles 
with enclosed spherical micelles (25,26).

In Paper I it is concluded that the cubic phase in the DDAO/water system is bicontinous, 
while Paper III gives evidence for that the cubic phase found at low water content in the 
system composed of DOG/DOPC/water is built up of reversed micelles. This is the first time 
a closed cubic phase structure of the reversed type has been unambiguously determined.

4.3 Permeability measurements in model membrane systems

The idea of using NMR pulsed magnetic field gradient methods to investigate transport 
phenomena in cells was first used by Andrasko (27) to obtain the mean lifetime of water in 
human erythrocytes. The method have the advantage of beeing able to measure lifetimes of 
solute molecules in vesicles and cells without any need for additional molecules such as probe 
molecules or relaxation agents. At our laboratory, the method is currently used in order to 
measure permeability properties in vesicular systems. The work is aimed at a study of changes 
in the permeability of model membranes when the composition in the lipid bilayer is varied. 
So far, only preliminary results have been obtained and further developements of the method 
is in progress.

The method is based on the equations for diffusion in heterogenous systems where the 
motion of the molecule can be described by two different diffusion coefficients, Dx and D2 
(28,29). The attenuation of the echo is then given by

A - Pxe KD'L ♦ P2e KD>* (4.8)

where
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and ta B is the mean lifetimes of the molecules in site A and B characterized by diffusion 
coefficients DAB. PA B is the fraction of the molecules at site A and B, respectively. These 
equations assume that A » ô and that T2 » t in both sites.
A typical diffusion experiment for transport studies is made by varying A while keeping all 

the other parameters constant. If In A is plotted against A, a biexponential decay is observed, 
provided that the lifetime inside the vesicles is long enough. In the extreme case of 
inpermeable membranes, D, and D2 will be given by the diffusion coefficients of the 
molecules outside the vesicle and that of the vesicle itself, respectively. This is true as long 
as the mean square displacement of the molecule is large compared to the vesicle radius, 
6DaA » R 2, a condition that holds for small diffusing molecules and vesicles with radii up to 

10 000 Å. This finding is also supported by experiments with glucose diffusing in a vesicular 
solution of DOPC and water (figure 4.3) where the diffusion coefficients roughly corresponds 
to the glucose self-diffusion coefficient and the diffusion coefficient of the vesicles (R = 250 
à).

-2.0

0.2 0.3 0.40 0.1
A(s)

Figure 4.3. Diffusion experiment on glucose in DOPC vesicles. The two 
solid lines correspond to D=3*10'10 and 7*10'12 m2/s. The lifetime inside the 
vesicle is too large to be measurable in this experiment.

When transport occurs between the two sites, the difference in Dl and D2 will decrease as 
the lifetime of the molecule inside the vesicle decreases and eventually, the decay will be
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monoexponential with D = PADA + PBDB for the case of rapid transport across the membrane. 
In the region between these two extremes, the decay of the echo is sensitive to changes in the 
mean lifetime inside the vesicle and, since this is related to the permeability of the membrane, 
it is possible to study the permeability of model membranes as a function of composition and 
temperature. Figure 4.4 a) shows a diffusion experiment performed with erythriol in vesicles 
composed o f 68 mol% DOPC and 32 mol% DOPE. As the temperature increases, the 
membrane is destabilized and the permeability of erythriol increases. It should be noted that 
the highest temperature is above the transition from La to non-lamellar phases and that the 
sample characteristics were not regained as the temperature were lowered again from this high 
temperature.

Equations 4.8 and 4.9 contains several parameters that has to be separately measured or 
estimated in order to perform a fit to experimental data. DB and PA B can be estimated if the 
radius of the vesicle is known and DA can also be estimated from the diffusion coefficient of 
the molecule in the absence of vesicles, DA, corrected for the obstruction from the vesicles 
according to section 4.1. Since the equations contains so many parameters, it is however 
difficult to get reliable results from the fit. By performing several experiments with different 
values of K, a number of lifetimes is obtained. A statistical treatment of the data can then give 
a reliable value of the lifetime. Figure 4.4 b) shows the result of three diffusion experiments 
on methyl triphenylephosphate in DOPC vesicles. The experiments were performed at the 
same temperature, but with varying values of K. The fitting parameters from the three 
experiments does not show any variations within experimental error and it gives a mean 
lifetime inside the vesicle of 0.5 s.

There is also a possibility to simultaneously fit the decays obtained experimentally for 
different values of K. In such a global fit, all the available experimental data is used in a 
single fitting procedure to obtain the parameters. This method is currently developed in our 
laboratory.
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Figure 4.4. a) diffusion experiment on erythriol in vesicles composed of 68 %mole 
DOPC and 32 mole% DOPE at different temperatures. The mean lifetime of 
erythriol in the vesicle is from top to bottom: infinite, 3.5, 0.62, 0.12 and 0.03 s. b) 
diffusion experiment on erythriol in DOPC vesicles at 25°C for various values of K. 
The fits give DA = 330*1012 m2/s, DB = 2.8*10 12 m2/s, PA = 0.92 and t b = 0.5 s.
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5. Protein-lipid interactions

In recent years, much work has been addressed to the interactions between lipids and 
membrane-associated proteins. In order to understand the mechanisms of protein 
solubilization and folding in bi layers, the kind of forces that act between the lipids and the 
hydrophobic parts of the protein are of vital importance. As the beginning of a systematic 
approach to these questions, our group in Umeå has started studies on model systems of 
peptides dissolved in bilayer systems of lipids and detergents. These studies include the 
influence of peptide incorporation in lipid aggregates on the phase properties of the 
amphiphiles and the aggregation of helical peptides in the bilayer. The studies on peptide 
aggregation are believed to be of great importance for the self-assembly of individually 
inserted a-helices into fully folded membrane proteins. A theoretical two-stage model has 
been proposed by Popot and Engelman (1) in which independently stable helices are formed 
in the lipid bilayer in the first stage. In the second stage, these helices interact with each other 
to give the folded structure of the protein.

Another important aspect on protein-lipid interaction is the ability of lipids to alter the 
properties of membrane bound enzymes. It is known that proteins can affect the bilayer 
properties, such as the molecular order parameter and the lateral distribution of membrane 
lipids (2, 3), and it is also found that lipids can alter enzyme activity (4, 5).
A frequently used term in discussions on protein-lipid interactions is hydrophobic mismatch 

and the next section gives a brief introduction to this concept.

5.1 Hydrophobic mismatch in protein-containing liquid crystalline 
systems

The concept of hydrophobic mismatch
In order for a protein to be able to be incorporated into a lipid bilayer it must have 

hydrophobic surfaces. If the protein is modelled as a large cylindrical object embedded in the 
membrane, the length of the cylinder can be approximated by the part of the protein that has 
preferentially hydrophobic amino acids and the cap of the cylinder represents the polar parts 
of the protein. The hydrophobic part of the molecule will be anchored in the lipophilic interior 
of the membrane with the caps of the cylinder sticking out into the polar aqueous region. The 
free energy of dissolving the protein in the bilayer will depend on the match between the 
bilayer thickness and the hydrophobic part of the protein and this will in turn affect the 
organization of the lipids around the protein. The difference between the hydrophobic parts 
of the bilayer and that of the protein, dp - d, is referred to as the hydrophobic mismatch and 
has frequently been used as a parameter in the investigations of protein-lipid interactions. 
Figure 5.1 shows the basic model of a membrane protein embedded in a lipid bilayer together
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with the parameters used to describe the hydrophobic mismatch.

/ \ d/,p

t < t;

Figure 5.1 Schematic representation of a membrane protein embedded in a lipid 
bilayer in the gel phase (right part) and in the La phase (left part).

Continuum models
There are mainly two phenomenological models relating the gel to liquid crystalline phase 

transition temperature to the hydrophobic mismatch of solubilized membranes (4). One 
approach is based on Landau-de Gennes theory where the free energy density o f the 
membrane is given as a power series of an order parameter (6-9). The order parameter reflects 
some measurable geometric property of the bilayer that changes during the phase transition. 
Usually the bilayer thickness is chosen since this changes with 20-30% at the Lp to La phase 
transition. Incorporation of a protein with non-zero hydrophobic mismatch will create a 
change in a local order parameter, usually modelled as an exponentially decaying function of 
the distance to the protein, with a certain coherence length, Ç. By minimizing the free energy 
in the bilayer, the shift in the phase transition temperature, AT, can be obtained as a function 
o f d,, dp, Op, C and the protein concentration, Xp (10, 11).

0  d - d
AT = 16Ç2— p------------ p-  X

C ♦ 1 d - d pi/ u
(5.1)

_ d + d 
d -  -V *

AT's of this model have been compared to experimentally measured temperature shifts upon 
incorporation o f bacteriorhodopsin (12) and for the bacterial reaction center (10). The 
obtained value of ( is 1.2-1.5 nm, indicating that approximately six lipid layers around the 
protein is significantly affected by the protein.
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The other model, the so called "mattress model" (13), treates the Landau theory within a 
two-component solution theory and allows for phase separation. The changes in free energy, 
when a protein is incorporated into the bilayer, is described in terms o f interactions between 
lipid and protein and between the water and the hydrophobic areas exposed to the polar phase 
due to the mismatch. Also, an elastic energy term can be included to describe the 
stretching/contracting that takes place both in the lipids and in the proteins in order to meet 
the geometric constraints o f the mismatch. This term can be neglected, if the protein 
concentration is kept low (Xp lower than 10'3 (4)). According to this theory, the temperature 
at the beginning, Tg, and at the end, Tf, of the gel to liquid crystalline phase transition can be 
written

(Kd l- 1 )R T 2mT T + 1_1 1— üL X
f  m A HL p

(1 - K .)RT2
T = T +  ---------— -  X

g AH, p

(5.2)

where Tm is the phase transition temperature of the pure lipid, AH, the transition enthalpy of 
the lipid and R is the gas constant. The distribution coefficient of the protein between the fluid 
and gel phase, Kd, is a function o f <E>, d,, dg, dp and the interaction parameters governing the 
protein-lipid interaction and the interaction between the hydrophilic phase and the 
hydrophobic parts of the protein and the lipid. If the protein preferentially dissolves in the gel 
phase, both Tf and Tm will be lowered on addition of the protein, while the opposite is true if 
the protein favours the fluid phase.

The results obtained from the mattress model is in good agreement with experiments on 
several protein-lipid systems ((4) and references cited therein).

Molecular theories
There are several ways of introducing microscopical interactions into models of lipid-protein 

interactions. In the mean-field models, the molecule is reacting to the mean molecular field 
created by the nearest neighbours (14-16). This model gives no dynamical information on 
molecular motion, but statistical parameters such as bond orientational order parameters can 
be calculated. Monte-Carlo simulations provide a statistical equilibrium ensemble of 
microstates from which thermodynamic quantities can be calculated. From the individual 
"snap-shots" of the lattice, it is also possible to study the lateral structure and organization of 
the membrane (15, 17). Finally, molecular dynamics simulations gives full dynamic 
information on the bilayer but are usually restricted to short time scales (<10'9 s) (18).

A frequently used model for describing the lipid chain conformations is the Pink model, 
which is based on a number o f conformational states, typically less than 10, which ranges 
from the all-trans configuration in the gel phase to a highly degenerate excited state
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characteristic of the fluid phase (19). With this model, it has been possible to study phase 
behaviour and protein aggregation in systems exhibiting hydrophobic mismatch between the 
protein and the lipids (15). The model has also been extended to include two different lipids 
(17). These studies indicate that protein incorporation into the lipid matrix gives rise to an 
accumulation, close to the protein, of the lipid that minimizes the hydrophobic mismatch.

In a recent mean-field theory (16) of chain packing statistics in bilayers, the orientational 
bond order parameter profile of the chains has been calculated for single-chained lipids when 
proteins are incorporated into the bilayer. It is shown that the order parameters in the chains 
are increased for the lipids in close contact with proteins with positive hydrophobic mismatch 
and decreased for negative mismatch. The perturbation from the proteins extends to a distance 
of 1.5-2 nm from the protein, in accordance with the earlier mentioned continuum theories. 
In Paper IV, the experimental order parameter profiles obtained by 2H NMR in the 
DDAO/gramicidin/water system is compared with those calculated by this model. The results 
are in accordance with a positive mismatch as indicated by the molecular dimensions of 
gramicidin and DDAO.
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6. Conclusions and future aspects

This thesis has exhibited some of the possibilities of using PFG-FTNMR to investigate 
aggregate structures in liquid crystals. Diffusion studies on micellar systems can be used to 
determine the size, shape and the degree of hydration of micelles. Lipid lateral diffusion 
coefficients complements X-ray data in the determination of structures of cubic phases. PFG- 
FTNMR can also be used in permeability measurements in model membrane systems. The 
incorporation of proteins into the model membrane systems opens up more applications of the 
PFG-FTNMR technique and in the following sections some future projects in our laboratory 
are briefly presented.

6.1 Lateral diffusion

In studies of the interactions between lipids and proteins in the lipid bilayer, measurements 
of the lateral diffusion of both the lipids and the proteins will be very valuable. In our 
laboratory we have recently bought a new probe for NMR diffusion studies of translational 
diffusion of lipids and proteins in oriented membrane systems. In the spirit of the theories 
dicussed in section 4.1 it is possible to relate the lateral diffusion coefficients obtained for the 
lipids and the proteins to lipid-protein interactions and protein aggregation. Of the systems 
under current investigation the DDAO/gramicidin/water system (Paper IV) can be mentioned 
and also some recently initiated studies on two model peptides taken from the amino acid 
sequence of the membrane bound protein phosphatidylglycerophosphate (PGP) synthase in 
Escherichia coli. These two sequences are believed to form membrane-spanning a-helical 
stretches in the protein and it is therefore of interest to study the peptide-peptide and peptide- 
lipid interactions.

Another system of interest is MO/DOPC/water where the lateral diffusion of MO over 
curved surfaces can modulate the 2H NMR relaxation of a-deuterated MO. During the lateral 
diffusive motion in a bicontinous cubic phase, the lipid will rapidly change its orientation. 
This will cause a modulation in the quadrupole interaction that will result in a different 
relaxation rate of the deuteron as compared to the lamellar phase, where the orientation of the 
lipid is essentially unchanged during translation. The theory for deuterium relaxation for a- 
deuterated lipids diffusing in cubic phases described by IMPS is at present being developed 
in our laboratory. In order to test the theory, it is necessary to measure the lateral diffusion of 
the lipids both in the lamellar and in the cubic phases. The system of MO/DOPC/water has 
been chosen as a model system, since MO forms two different cubic phases in water (1-3). 
It is thus possible to compare the relaxation of MO in two different cubic phase structures in 
the same amphiphile system. Upon addition of DOPC to MO and water, x-ray measurements 
have shown (Orädd and Lindblom, to be published) that the unit cell dimensions of the cubic 
phase changes by up to 30 %. This gives us the possibility to investigate the role of the cubic
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unit cell dimensions on the NMR relaxation rates.

6.2 Hydrophobic mismatch

As a continuation of the work in Paper IV we are synthesizing perdeuterated amine oxides 
with longer alkyl chains in order to compare the effects on the order parameter profile for 
different hydrophobic mismatches. Similar studies are also planned for the model peptides 
from PGP synthase and other synthetic peptides.
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